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THE START LINETHE START LINE

 Send out RFPSend out RFP

 Winner Issued LicenseWinner Issued License

 The Licensee and the State WorkThe Licensee and the State Work
Toward Reaching the Open SeasonToward Reaching the Open Season
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DECLINING OIL - NEED TODECLINING OIL - NEED TO
MONETIZE GASMONETIZE GAS

 Oil Revenue currently covers 90% of theOil Revenue currently covers 90% of the
statestate’’s budgets budget

 ANS oil production will continue to decreaseANS oil production will continue to decrease
 The stateThe state’’s budget situation will become criticals budget situation will become critical

well before 2016well before 2016
 Alaska needs to move rapidly and decisivelyAlaska needs to move rapidly and decisively

toward replacing its oil-based economy with atoward replacing its oil-based economy with a
more diversified economy based on natural gasmore diversified economy based on natural gas
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COMMON CARRIER vs.COMMON CARRIER vs.
CONTRACT CARRIERCONTRACT CARRIER

 Oil Pipelines are Common CarriersOil Pipelines are Common Carriers
 Transporter required by law to provideTransporter required by law to provide

service to all legitimate applicantsservice to all legitimate applicants
 Gas Pipelines are Contract CarriersGas Pipelines are Contract Carriers

 Transporter that provides service on aTransporter that provides service on a
contractual basiscontractual basis
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WHO SHOULD OWN THEWHO SHOULD OWN THE
PIPELINE?PIPELINE?

 Third Party OwnershipThird Party Ownership

 Producer Owned PipelineProducer Owned Pipeline

There MUST be a separate legal entity thatThere MUST be a separate legal entity that
ships the gas apart from the entity thatships the gas apart from the entity that

owns the transportation system.owns the transportation system.
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THIRD PARTY OWNERSHIPTHIRD PARTY OWNERSHIP

PERCEPTIONPERCEPTION

 Third Party will build cost overruns into tariffThird Party will build cost overruns into tariff
 Why pay a middleman to ship the StateWhy pay a middleman to ship the State’’s gas?s gas?
 High tariffs make more profits and companiesHigh tariffs make more profits and companies

will strive to meet this objective.will strive to meet this objective.
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PRODUCER OWNED PIPELINEPRODUCER OWNED PIPELINE

PERCEPTIONPERCEPTION

 Producers will tie up explorersProducers will tie up explorers
 Explorers will be at a disadvantage byExplorers will be at a disadvantage by

being forced to pay their competitors forbeing forced to pay their competitors for
transporting gastransporting gas
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TARIFFSTARIFFS

 TariffTariff  –– The cost of shipping gas to market, The cost of shipping gas to market,
usually given in mmBtu (as opposed to mmcf)usually given in mmBtu (as opposed to mmcf)

 Only incorporates cost of pipeline, includingOnly incorporates cost of pipeline, including
return on equity, and treatment, not the cost ofreturn on equity, and treatment, not the cost of
exploration and developmentexploration and development
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OWNERSHIP OF PIPEOWNERSHIP OF PIPE
vs.vs.

OWNERSHIP OF GASOWNERSHIP OF GAS

 What are risks?What are risks?

 Who takes them?Who takes them?
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EXPANSIONSEXPANSIONS

 Compression versus LoopingCompression versus Looping
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COMPRESSIONCOMPRESSION

 Expansion by compression offersExpansion by compression offers
relatively inexpensive addition utilizingrelatively inexpensive addition utilizing
compressors. It increases throughput.compressors. It increases throughput.

  GENERALLY SPEAKING,GENERALLY SPEAKING,
COMPRESSION DRIVES TARIFFCOMPRESSION DRIVES TARIFF
DOWN DOWN –– DEPENDING UPON HOW DEPENDING UPON HOW
MUCH ADDITIONAL GAS IS ADDED.MUCH ADDITIONAL GAS IS ADDED.
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LOOPINGLOOPING

 Increasing capacity of a transmissionIncreasing capacity of a transmission
system by inserting an additional sectionsystem by inserting an additional section
of pipeline.  This is less expensive ifof pipeline.  This is less expensive if
included in the original design.included in the original design.

GENERALLY SPEAKING, LOOPINGGENERALLY SPEAKING, LOOPING
DRIVES THE TARIFF UP.DRIVES THE TARIFF UP.
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TWO TYPES OF TARIFFS FORTWO TYPES OF TARIFFS FOR
EXPANSIONEXPANSION

 Rolled-in TariffsRolled-in Tariffs -  Costs are borne by all -  Costs are borne by all
shippers, both new and old.  Usually in the US,shippers, both new and old.  Usually in the US,
tariffs are only rolled-in when the tariff istariffs are only rolled-in when the tariff is
lowered for existing shippers.lowered for existing shippers.

 Incremental TariffsIncremental Tariffs - Additional costs are - Additional costs are
borne by the entity that caused the expansion.borne by the entity that caused the expansion.

 FERCFERC must approve tariff changes. must approve tariff changes.
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORYFEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY
COMMISSION (FERC)COMMISSION (FERC)

 FERC is an independent federal agencyFERC is an independent federal agency
that regulates the interstate transmissionthat regulates the interstate transmission
of electricity, natural gas, and oil.  FERCof electricity, natural gas, and oil.  FERC
also reviews proposals to build liquefiedalso reviews proposals to build liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals andnatural gas (LNG) terminals and
interstate natural gas pipelines as well asinterstate natural gas pipelines as well as
licensing hydropower projects.licensing hydropower projects.

***LEARN WHAT FERC IS AND DOES******LEARN WHAT FERC IS AND DOES***
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FERC, FERC, continuedcontinued

 The Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005 gaveThe Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005 gave
FERC additional responsibilitiesFERC additional responsibilities
 Regulates the transmission and sale of naturalRegulates the transmission and sale of natural

gas for resale in interstate commercegas for resale in interstate commerce
 Approves the siting of and abandonment ofApproves the siting of and abandonment of

interstate natural gas facilities, includinginterstate natural gas facilities, including
pipelines, storage and liquefied natural gaspipelines, storage and liquefied natural gas

 Monitors and investigates energy marketsMonitors and investigates energy markets
 Uses civil penalties and other means againstUses civil penalties and other means against

energy organizations and individuals whoenergy organizations and individuals who
violate FERC rules in the energy marketsviolate FERC rules in the energy markets
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FERC TOP PRIORITIES FERC TOP PRIORITIES ––
GOAL 1GOAL 1

 Energy Infrastructure Energy Infrastructure ––  Promote the Development of aPromote the Development of a
Strong Energy InfrastructureStrong Energy Infrastructure
 Implement infrastructure provisions of Energy Policy Act ofImplement infrastructure provisions of Energy Policy Act of

2005 (EPAct)2005 (EPAct)
 Oversee development of mandatory Electric ReliabilityOversee development of mandatory Electric Reliability

standards to protect bulk power supplystandards to protect bulk power supply
 Encourage the development of new Gas Storage capacityEncourage the development of new Gas Storage capacity
 Maintain an environmentally safe infrastructure:  Hydropower,Maintain an environmentally safe infrastructure:  Hydropower,

Gas, LNGGas, LNG
 Promote pre-filing processes for all Liquefied Natural GasPromote pre-filing processes for all Liquefied Natural Gas

(LNG) terminals and Gas Pipelines(LNG) terminals and Gas Pipelines
 Process expeditiously Alaska Natural Gas TransportationProcess expeditiously Alaska Natural Gas Transportation

ProjectsProjects
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FERC TOP PRIORITIES FERC TOP PRIORITIES ––
GOALS 2 & 3GOALS 2 & 3

GOAL 2GOAL 2
 Support Competitive MarketsSupport Competitive Markets

GOAL 3GOAL 3
 Prohibit Market ManipulationProhibit Market Manipulation

through Order 670, Prohibition ofthrough Order 670, Prohibition of
Energy Market ManipulationEnergy Market Manipulation
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WHAT FERC DOES WHAT FERC DOES NOTNOT  DODO

 Regulation of retail electricity andRegulation of retail electricity and
natural gas sales to consumersnatural gas sales to consumers

 Oversight for the construction of oilOversight for the construction of oil
pipelinespipelines

 Regulation of local distributionRegulation of local distribution
pipelines of natural gaspipelines of natural gas
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RISKSRISKS

Risk = MoneyRisk = Money
  $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

 Completion RiskCompletion Risk
 Cost Overrun RiskCost Overrun Risk
 Firm Transportation RiskFirm Transportation Risk
 Market Price RiskMarket Price Risk
 Political, Tax and Regulatory RiskPolitical, Tax and Regulatory Risk
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RISKS, RISKS, continuedcontinued

 Midstream (PIPELINE BUILDER)Midstream (PIPELINE BUILDER)
 Risk from now until Risk from now until open seasonopen season is 100% on is 100% on

BuildersBuilders

 Upstream (SHIPPER)Upstream (SHIPPER)
 Risk from Risk from open seasonopen season through first gas without through first gas without

sufficient parameters will be on the Shipperssufficient parameters will be on the Shippers
 Market risk after first gasMarket risk after first gas
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WHAT IS AN WHAT IS AN ““OPEN SEASONOPEN SEASON””??

The process by which a pipeline companyThe process by which a pipeline company
invites prospective shippers to bid forinvites prospective shippers to bid for

transportation capacity and, after havingtransportation capacity and, after having
reviewed the bids, awards to and allocatesreviewed the bids, awards to and allocates

capacity among prospective shippers.capacity among prospective shippers.

Process is regulated by the Federal EnergyProcess is regulated by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC)Regulatory Commission (FERC)

*****LEARN THIS**********LEARN THIS*****
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ALASKA NATURAL GASALASKA NATURAL GAS
PIPELINE ACT OF 2004 (ANGPA)PIPELINE ACT OF 2004 (ANGPA)

 The passage of ANGPA was a majorThe passage of ANGPA was a major
milestone in advancing an Alaska gasmilestone in advancing an Alaska gas
pipeline projectpipeline project
 Expedited approval processExpedited approval process
 Prohibition of an over-the-top routeProhibition of an over-the-top route
 FERC required to adopt regulations for openFERC required to adopt regulations for open

seasonseason
 Environmental reviewsEnvironmental reviews
 FERC given expansion rights for first timeFERC given expansion rights for first time
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ANGPA, ANGPA, continuedcontinued

Special in-state provisionsSpecial in-state provisions
 FERC required to provide reasonableFERC required to provide reasonable

access for meeting local consumptionaccess for meeting local consumption
needsneeds

 Open Season Open Season –– Regulation must promote Regulation must promote
competition in the exploration,competition in the exploration,
development, and production of Alaskandevelopment, and production of Alaskan
natural gasnatural gas
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ANGPA, ANGPA, continuedcontinued

 FERC given expansion rights forFERC given expansion rights for
first timefirst time

 Drue Pearce, Federal Coordinator,Drue Pearce, Federal Coordinator,
20062006

 Study of alternative means ofStudy of alternative means of
constructionconstruction

 Loan guaranteesLoan guarantees
 Expedited and limited judicial reviewExpedited and limited judicial review
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CHANGES TO OPEN SEASON NOPR CHANGES TO OPEN SEASON NOPR ––

As Result of Public CommentsAs Result of Public Comments

 Changes as result of commentsChanges as result of comments
 Affiliate rules being reviewed by FERC forAffiliate rules being reviewed by FERC for

proposed rule-makingproposed rule-making
 Prospective applicant must create orProspective applicant must create or

designate an independent unit or division fordesignate an independent unit or division for
owning the pipeline and separately forowning the pipeline and separately for
shippingshipping

 Pipeline entities will be holding the open seasonPipeline entities will be holding the open season
 Information made available to any potentialInformation made available to any potential

shipper must be made available to all potentialshipper must be made available to all potential
shippersshippers
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CHANGES TO OPEN SEASON NOPR CHANGES TO OPEN SEASON NOPR ––

As Result of Public CommentsAs Result of Public Comments

 Recognition of Alaskan In-state needsRecognition of Alaskan In-state needs
 In-state capacity, delivery points, andIn-state capacity, delivery points, and

transportation rates based on in-statetransportation rates based on in-state
needs studyneeds study

 Separate bidding on in-state capacity.Separate bidding on in-state capacity.
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FERC OPEN SEASONFERC OPEN SEASON  ––
Policy ConsiderationsPolicy Considerations

 Balance encouragement of projectBalance encouragement of project
construction with fair and openconstruction with fair and open
competitioncompetition

 Rebuttable presumption for rolled-in rateRebuttable presumption for rolled-in rate
treatment of costs of expansionstreatment of costs of expansions

 Balance appropriate oversight with lettingBalance appropriate oversight with letting
market forces workmarket forces work
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FINANCINGFINANCING

 Department of Energy Loan guaranteesDepartment of Energy Loan guarantees
 Firm Transportation Commitments (FT)Firm Transportation Commitments (FT)
 Debt Equity RatioDebt Equity Ratio
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGYDEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
(DOE) (DOE) Loan GuaranteesLoan Guarantees

 The Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act (ANGPA)The Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act (ANGPA)
authorized loan guarantees to the sum of authorized loan guarantees to the sum of $18$18
billionbillion, indexed for inflation (measured by the, indexed for inflation (measured by the
Consumer Price Index)Consumer Price Index)

 They are to be administered by the SecretaryThey are to be administered by the Secretary
of Energyof Energy

 They are not to exceed 80% of the total capitalThey are not to exceed 80% of the total capital
costs of the project costs of the project –– including interest during including interest during
constructionconstruction

 Terms of any loan not to exceed 30 yearsTerms of any loan not to exceed 30 years
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FIRM TRANSPORTATIONFIRM TRANSPORTATION
COMMITMENTS - FTCOMMITMENTS - FT

 Binding commitment made by a shipper toBinding commitment made by a shipper to
a pipeline to ship gas (or pay even if no gasa pipeline to ship gas (or pay even if no gas
is shipped) at a specified volume and cost,is shipped) at a specified volume and cost,
for a set period of time.for a set period of time.

******LEARN THIS************LEARN THIS******
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DEBT-EQUITY RATIODEBT-EQUITY RATIO

 What formula will be sought forWhat formula will be sought for
financing?financing?

 FERC mandates the rate of return onFERC mandates the rate of return on
equity.equity.
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TECHNICAL ISSUESTECHNICAL ISSUES

 Treatment - Reinject vs. Pipeline QualityTreatment - Reinject vs. Pipeline Quality
 Central Processing Facility (CPF)Central Processing Facility (CPF)
 Gas Conditioning PlantGas Conditioning Plant
 Gas Treatment Plant (GTP)Gas Treatment Plant (GTP)
 Central Compression Plant (CCP)Central Compression Plant (CCP)
 How a Reservoir Works - Oil is far moreHow a Reservoir Works - Oil is far more

valuable than gas.valuable than gas.
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CENTRAL PROCESSING FACILITYCENTRAL PROCESSING FACILITY
(CPF)(CPF)

 Separates oil from everything elseSeparates oil from everything else
 Also known as flow stations andAlso known as flow stations and

gathering centers gathering centers –– essentially essentially
performing the same tasksperforming the same tasks
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GAS CONDITIONING PLANTGAS CONDITIONING PLANT

 There is only one in Alaska and it is atThere is only one in Alaska and it is at
Prudhoe.  It is the one of the largest inPrudhoe.  It is the one of the largest in
the world.the world.

 Separates Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs)Separates Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs)
and water from gasand water from gas
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CENTRAL COMPRESSION PLANTCENTRAL COMPRESSION PLANT
(CCP)(CCP)

 There is only one and it is at PrudhoeThere is only one and it is at Prudhoe
 Huge, barn-like structure full ofHuge, barn-like structure full of

compressorscompressors
 Compresses the gas and then it isCompresses the gas and then it is

reinjectedreinjected
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GAS TREATMENT PLANT GAS TREATMENT PLANT –– [GTP] [GTP]

 Would be located on ANS and would beWould be located on ANS and would be
designed to remove carbon dioxidedesigned to remove carbon dioxide
(CO(CO22), hydrogen sulfide (H), hydrogen sulfide (H22S), and otherS), and other
impurities from the natural gas stream toimpurities from the natural gas stream to
meet Inlet pipeline specifications.  Thesemeet Inlet pipeline specifications.  These
pipeline specifications would also requirepipeline specifications would also require
that the gas be compressed and chilled.that the gas be compressed and chilled.
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HOW A RESERVOIR WORKSHOW A RESERVOIR WORKS
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LEASE TERMSLEASE TERMS

 Duty to ProduceDuty to Produce

Oil and gas leases:  “Production in paying
quantities” means production in such quantity
as to enable the operator to realize a profit.

Unitization:  “Paying quantities”  means
quantities sufficient to yield a return in
excess of operating costs.
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LOCAL ACCESSLOCAL ACCESS

 Affordable energy is vital to growing aAffordable energy is vital to growing a
healthy economy throughout Alaska andhealthy economy throughout Alaska and
new energy sources are critical to railbeltnew energy sources are critical to railbelt
and Southcentral Alaska as well asand Southcentral Alaska as well as
interior communities.  Access to the gasinterior communities.  Access to the gas
from the ANS is a key element in meetingfrom the ANS is a key element in meeting
these needs.these needs.
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Total Gas Throughput Compared to In-State UseTotal Gas Throughput Compared to In-State Use
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CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT – 
ALASKA HIRE

• Alaska North Slope Gas Treatment Plant – 1,150
construction man years; 76 operating man years; cost:
$2.6 billion

• Alaska Portion of a Gas Pipeline – 5,880 construction man
years; 32 year operating man years; cost: $4.5 billion (732
miles)

• In-State Module Fabrication – 5,000 construction man
years

• 6,500 direct Alaska jobs - Thousands of indirect jobs for
Alaskans

• Billions of dollars in new revenues
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OPERATION EMPLOYMENT

• A smaller number of permanent jobs
will be needed to operate the mainline
and other project components during
the operational period.
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ROYALTY IN-KIND (RIK)ROYALTY IN-KIND (RIK)
ROYALTY IN-VALUE (RIV)ROYALTY IN-VALUE (RIV)

 Royalty in-kind Royalty in-kind –– Taking the gas and Taking the gas and
selling it ourselvesselling it ourselves

 Royalty in-value Royalty in-value –– Telling shipper to sell Telling shipper to sell
the gas for usthe gas for us

 Risk - State taking FT commitmentsRisk - State taking FT commitments
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ROLE OF DRUE PEARCE ROLE OF DRUE PEARCE ––  
FEDERAL COORDINATORFEDERAL COORDINATOR

 The office of the Federal Coordinator for AlaskaThe office of the Federal Coordinator for Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation Projects is established asNatural Gas Transportation Projects is established as
an independent office in the executive branch to (1)an independent office in the executive branch to (1)
coordinate the expeditious discharge of coordinate the expeditious discharge of all activitiesall activities
by federal agencies with respect to an Alaska naturalby federal agencies with respect to an Alaska natural
gas transportation project;gas transportation project; and (2) ensure compliance and (2) ensure compliance
with federal agencies with the provisions of ANGPA.with federal agencies with the provisions of ANGPA.
In August of 2006, the U.S. Senate confirmed DrueIn August of 2006, the U.S. Senate confirmed Drue
Pearce as the federal coordinator.Pearce as the federal coordinator.
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FEDERAL COORDINATOR,FEDERAL COORDINATOR,  
continuedcontinued

 Unless required by law, no Federal agency shall addUnless required by law, no Federal agency shall add
to, amend, or abrogate any certificate, right-of-way,to, amend, or abrogate any certificate, right-of-way,
permit, lease, or other authorization issued to anpermit, lease, or other authorization issued to an
Alaska natural gas transportation project Alaska natural gas transportation project if theif the
Federal coordinator determines that the actionFederal coordinator determines that the action
would prevent or impair in any significant respectwould prevent or impair in any significant respect
the expeditious construction and operation, or anthe expeditious construction and operation, or an
expansion, of the Alaska natural gasexpansion, of the Alaska natural gas
transportation projecttransportation project..
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FEDERAL COORDINATOR,FEDERAL COORDINATOR,  
LimitationsLimitations

 The Federal Coordinator shall The Federal Coordinator shall not not havehave
authority to override:authority to override:
 The implementation or enforcement ofThe implementation or enforcement of

regulations issued by FERC underregulations issued by FERC under
section 103 of ANGPAsection 103 of ANGPA

 Impose any terms, conditions, orImpose any terms, conditions, or
requirements in addition to thoserequirements in addition to those
imposed by FERC or any agency withimposed by FERC or any agency with
respect to construction and operation, orrespect to construction and operation, or
an expansion of, the projectan expansion of, the project
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MITIGATING PROJECT RISKMITIGATING PROJECT RISK

 Economic RiskEconomic Risk
 Resource RiskResource Risk
 Political and Regulatory RisksPolitical and Regulatory Risks
 Force MajeureForce Majeure
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ECONOMIC RISKECONOMIC RISK

 Economic risks are associated withEconomic risks are associated with
building, operating, and maintaining thebuilding, operating, and maintaining the
project, market-related conditions suchproject, market-related conditions such
as commodity prices and competitionas commodity prices and competition
from foreign sources.from foreign sources.
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RESOURCE RISKRESOURCE RISK

 Finding insufficient gas reserves toFinding insufficient gas reserves to
sustain the project throughout its usefulsustain the project throughout its useful
life.life.
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POLITICAL AND REGULATORYPOLITICAL AND REGULATORY
RISKSRISKS

 Includes the international, national,Includes the international, national,
regional, and local political issuesregional, and local political issues
associated with the project as well as theassociated with the project as well as the
risk of short-term social disruptionsrisk of short-term social disruptions
associated with economic booms thatassociated with economic booms that
would occur if the project goes forward.would occur if the project goes forward.
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FORCE MAJEUREFORCE MAJEURE

 Events that are unavoidable events suchEvents that are unavoidable events such
as natural disasters that result in theas natural disasters that result in the
inability of a party to perform or deliverinability of a party to perform or deliver
contractual obligations.contractual obligations.
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COST OVERRUNSCOST OVERRUNS

 Potential cost overruns could result in aPotential cost overruns could result in a
considerable negative economic impact on theconsiderable negative economic impact on the
project.project.

 Large cost overruns would increase gasLarge cost overruns would increase gas
shipping costs and could raise the deliveredshipping costs and could raise the delivered
cost per mmBtu of natural gas beyond gascost per mmBtu of natural gas beyond gas
market prices.market prices.

 TAPS was originally projected to cost $900TAPS was originally projected to cost $900
million million –– it was completed at just under $9 it was completed at just under $9
billion!billion!
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COST OVERRUNS,COST OVERRUNS,
ContinuedContinued

 Most of the TAPS cost overruns wereMost of the TAPS cost overruns were
generated by additional direct labor hoursgenerated by additional direct labor hours
needed to complete the project whichneeded to complete the project which
resulted primarily from unexpected siteresulted primarily from unexpected site
conditions and construction difficulties.conditions and construction difficulties.

 Rigorous, disciplined project planning andRigorous, disciplined project planning and
design processes must occur design processes must occur prior prior toto
construction commitments.construction commitments.

 TAPS was first project needing an EISTAPS was first project needing an EIS
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COMPLETION RISKCOMPLETION RISK

 Completion risk is inherent to any large-scaleCompletion risk is inherent to any large-scale
project.project.

 It includes non-completion and delay.It includes non-completion and delay.
 Completion risk also changes as a projectCompletion risk also changes as a project

progresses.progresses.
 Front-end engineering, planning, permitting,Front-end engineering, planning, permitting,

and communication dollars help minimizeand communication dollars help minimize
completion risk.completion risk.
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MARKET RISKMARKET RISK

 Risk associated with low commodityRisk associated with low commodity
prices.prices.

 Marketing risks associated with takingMarketing risks associated with taking
gas as payment.gas as payment.

 Risks associated with competition fromRisks associated with competition from
North American and imported gas as wellNorth American and imported gas as well
as coal and nuclear power generation.as coal and nuclear power generation.
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TRANSPORTATION &TRANSPORTATION &
SHIPPING RISKSHIPPING RISK

 Initial allocationInitial allocation
 Insufficient capacityInsufficient capacity
 Excess capacityExcess capacity
 Inability to obtain market valueInability to obtain market value
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CANADIAN ISSUESCANADIAN ISSUES

 Some of the obstacles/components on theSome of the obstacles/components on the
Canadian side:Canadian side:
 Federal governmentFederal government
 Provincial governmentsProvincial governments
 TransCanada long-standing right-of-way claimsTransCanada long-standing right-of-way claims

(NPA)(NPA)
 EnbridgeEnbridge
 First NationsFirst Nations’’ claims claims

 Negotiating the Canadian end is multi-layeredNegotiating the Canadian end is multi-layered
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CANADIAN ISSUES,CANADIAN ISSUES,
continuedcontinued

 The National Energy Board (NEB) regulatesThe National Energy Board (NEB) regulates
pipelines as an independent federal agency pipelines as an independent federal agency ––
it operates in many ways as FERC does forit operates in many ways as FERC does for
the US.the US.

 There is a long-standing history of MOUsThere is a long-standing history of MOUs
between FERC and the National Energybetween FERC and the National Energy
Board that may well assist in precedent andBoard that may well assist in precedent and
as a model for negotiation.as a model for negotiation.
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ALASKA NATURAL GASALASKA NATURAL GAS
PIPELINE STAKEHOLDERSPIPELINE STAKEHOLDERS

 People of the State of AlaskaPeople of the State of Alaska
 GovernorGovernor
 LegislatureLegislature
 Pipeline BuilderPipeline Builder
 Current ShippersCurrent Shippers
 Future ShippersFuture Shippers
 Federal GovernmentFederal Government
 Canadian GovernmentCanadian Government
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TERMS TO KNOWTERMS TO KNOW

 FERCFERC  ––  Federal Energy RegulatoryFederal Energy Regulatory
CommissionCommission  –– An independent federal An independent federal
agency that regulates interstateagency that regulates interstate

 FT FT –– Firm Transportation Firm Transportation
CommitmentsCommitments  –– Binding commitment Binding commitment
made by a shipper to a pipeline to shipmade by a shipper to a pipeline to ship
gas (or pay even if no gas is shipped) atgas (or pay even if no gas is shipped) at
a specified volume and cost for a seta specified volume and cost for a set
period of time.period of time.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 Open SeasonOpen Season - The process by which a - The process by which a
pipeline company invites prospectivepipeline company invites prospective
shippers to bid for transportation capacityshippers to bid for transportation capacity
and, after having reviewed the bids,and, after having reviewed the bids,
awards to and allocates capacity amongawards to and allocates capacity among
prospective shippers.prospective shippers.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 TariffTariff - The cost of shipping gas to market, - The cost of shipping gas to market,
usually given in dollars/mmBtu (as opposed tousually given in dollars/mmBtu (as opposed to
mmcf)mmcf)

 Rolled-in tariffsRolled-in tariffs - Costs are borne by all - Costs are borne by all
shippers, both new and old.  Usually in the US,shippers, both new and old.  Usually in the US,
tariffs are only rolled-in when the tariff istariffs are only rolled-in when the tariff is
loweredlowered

 Incremental tariffsIncremental tariffs - Additional costs are - Additional costs are
borne by the entity that caused the expansionborne by the entity that caused the expansion
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 MidstreamMidstream  –– Assets for transportation of Assets for transportation of
consumer quality productconsumer quality product

 UpstreamUpstream  –– Assets that it takes to get oil Assets that it takes to get oil
and gas out of the ground and turn it intoand gas out of the ground and turn it into
pipeline qualitypipeline quality
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 RCARCA  –– Regulatory Commission of Alaska Regulatory Commission of Alaska
–– regulates intrastate regulates intrastate

 NEBNEB  –– National Energy Board  National Energy Board –– The The
Canadian equivalent of FERCCanadian equivalent of FERC

 NPANPA  –– Northern Pipeline Act Northern Pipeline Act
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 ANGPAANGPA  –– Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline
ActAct

 ANGTAANGTA  –– Alaska Natural Gas Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976Transportation Act of 1976

 EPActEPAct  –– Energy Policy Act of 2005 Energy Policy Act of 2005
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 ANGDAANGDA  ––  Alaska Natural Gas DevelopmentAlaska Natural Gas Development
AuthorityAuthority  –– Mission:  Mission: ““Develop a natural gas pipelineDevelop a natural gas pipeline
for Prudhoe Bay to tidewater on Prince William Soundfor Prudhoe Bay to tidewater on Prince William Sound
and a spur line to the gas distribution grid inand a spur line to the gas distribution grid in
Southcentral Alaska.Southcentral Alaska.

 Qualified Infrastructure ProjectQualified Infrastructure Project  –– An Alaskan natural An Alaskan natural
gas transportation project consisting of design,gas transportation project consisting of design,
engineering, finance, construction, and completion ofengineering, finance, construction, and completion of
pipelines and related transportation and productionpipelines and related transportation and production
systems (including gas treatment plants), that are usedsystems (including gas treatment plants), that are used
to transport natural gas from the Alaska North Slope toto transport natural gas from the Alaska North Slope to
the continental United States.the continental United States.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 LNG - Liquefied Natural Gas - LNG - Liquefied Natural Gas - Consists ofConsists of
mainly methane gas, which is liquefied undermainly methane gas, which is liquefied under
high pressure and in a low temperature.high pressure and in a low temperature.

 GTL - Gas to liquidsGTL - Gas to liquids  - A process that- A process that
combines the carbon and hydrogen elementscombines the carbon and hydrogen elements
in natural gas molecules to make syntheticin natural gas molecules to make synthetic
liquid petroleum products.liquid petroleum products.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 Consumer Price Index (CPI)Consumer Price Index (CPI)  –– The The
Consumer Price IndexConsumer Price Index

 Eligible LenderEligible Lender  –– Any non-Federal qualified Any non-Federal qualified
institutional buyer known as Rule 144A(a) ofinstitutional buyer known as Rule 144A(a) of
the Securities and Exchange Commission andthe Securities and Exchange Commission and
issued under the Securities Act of 1933.issued under the Securities Act of 1933.

 Federal Guarantee InstrumentFederal Guarantee Instrument  –– Any Any
guarantee or other pledge by the Secretary toguarantee or other pledge by the Secretary to
pledge the full faith and credit of the Unitedpledge the full faith and credit of the United
States to pay all of the principal and interestStates to pay all of the principal and interest
on any loan or other debt obligation enteredon any loan or other debt obligation entered
into by a holder of certificate of publicinto by a holder of certificate of public
convenience and necessity.convenience and necessity.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 CompressionCompression - Expansion by compression - Expansion by compression
offers relatively inexpensive addition utilizingoffers relatively inexpensive addition utilizing
compressors - it increases throughput.compressors - it increases throughput.

 LoopingLooping - Increasing capacity of a - Increasing capacity of a
transmission system by inserting an additionaltransmission system by inserting an additional
section of pipeline.  This is less expensive ifsection of pipeline.  This is less expensive if
included in the original design.included in the original design.

 Capacity AllocationCapacity Allocation  –– the methodology by the methodology by
which pipeline capacity will be awardedwhich pipeline capacity will be awarded
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 NEBANEBA  –– National Energy Board Act  National Energy Board Act ––
CanadaCanada

 GTPGTP  –– Gas Treatment Plant Gas Treatment Plant

 NGLNGL  –– Natural Gas Liquid Natural Gas Liquid

 DOEDOE  –– Department of Energy Department of Energy
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 OATTOATT - Open Access Transmission Tariff - Open Access Transmission Tariff

 NOPRNOPR  –– Notice of Proposed Regulation  Notice of Proposed Regulation ––
FERC document describing proposedFERC document describing proposed
rules and soliciting comments by affectedrules and soliciting comments by affected
parties.parties.

 NPVNPV  –– Net Present Value Net Present Value
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 Duty to Produce: Duty to Produce: Oil and gasOil and gas
leasesleases::    ““Production in paying quantitiesProduction in paying quantities””
means production in such quantity as tomeans production in such quantity as to
enable the operator to realize a profitenable the operator to realize a profit..

 Duty to Produce: Duty to Produce: UnitizationUnitization::    ““PayingPaying
quantitiesquantities” ”  means quantities sufficient to means quantities sufficient to
yield a return in excess of operating costsyield a return in excess of operating costs..
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 ANS ANS –– Alaska North Slope Alaska North Slope  –– The portion of The portion of
Alaska north of 68 degrees North latitudeAlaska north of 68 degrees North latitude

 AOGCCAOGCC  –– Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation
CommissionCommission

 Netback Netback –– Wellhead price determined by Wellhead price determined by
subtracting transmission and distribution andsubtracting transmission and distribution and
distribution costs from the market price.distribution costs from the market price.
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 Royalty In-kindRoyalty In-kind - Taking the gas and selling it - Taking the gas and selling it
ourselvesourselves

 Royalty In-valueRoyalty In-value - Telling producer to sell the - Telling producer to sell the
gas for usgas for us

 ReservesReserves  –– Those resources believed to be Those resources believed to be
recoverable with the highest degree ofrecoverable with the highest degree of
confidenceconfidence
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 BtuBtu  ––  British thermal unitBritish thermal unit  –– a measure a measure
of the energy content of a fuelof the energy content of a fuel

 mmBtummBtu  –– million British thermal units million British thermal units
 mcfmcf  –– thousand cubic feet thousand cubic feet
 mcfp/dmcfp/d  –– Million cubic feet per day Million cubic feet per day
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 TcfTcf  –– trillion cubic feet trillion cubic feet
 Bcf Bcf –– Billion cubic feet Billion cubic feet
 Bcfp/dBcfp/d  –– Billion cubic feet per day Billion cubic feet per day
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 R/P Ratio (Reserves to Production)R/P Ratio (Reserves to Production)  ––
Ratio of remaining recoverable reservesRatio of remaining recoverable reserves
to the current rate of productionto the current rate of production

 ShipperShipper  –– Any pipeline customer who Any pipeline customer who
holds a contract with the pipeline forholds a contract with the pipeline for
transportation service.transportation service.

 ThroughputThroughput  –– Volume of natural gas that Volume of natural gas that
may be carried on a pipeline over amay be carried on a pipeline over a
period of timeperiod of time
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TERMS TO KNOW, TERMS TO KNOW, continuedcontinued

 WellheadWellhead  –– Point at which gas flows Point at which gas flows
from the groundfrom the ground

 Wet GasWet Gas  –– Unprocessed or partially Unprocessed or partially
processed natural gas produced fromprocessed natural gas produced from
strata containing condensablestrata containing condensable
hydrocarbons and waterhydrocarbons and water


